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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technical Data Packages are a missing link to connecting people and realizing digital thread transformation. 
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Optimize strategic sourcing processes, improving supplier 
and sub-contractor efficiency and responsiveness

Maximize use of engineering data, information, and expertise; 
enhance performance and modernization across programs

Engineering

Manufacturing
Optimize manufacturing operations 
to deliver more quality fielded products on time, at cost

Supply Chain

Sustainment
Optimize field operations, MRO to sustain products; 

maximize readiness and lower operating and support costs

Securely connect your people to 
the digital thread across the 

advanced manufacturing enterprise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the goal of a digital thread is to connect everyone across the enterprise to engineering and other technical data that is traditionally difficult to share or access. When done well, this transforms operations from engineering to manufacturing, across the supply chain, and out through sustainment. So how do you get there?
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“Without process, transformation is reduced to a series of incremental 
improvements — important and helpful, but not truly transformative.”

Process is central to truly transformative innovation

Source: Harvard Business Review, May 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It starts with process, which is one of the 3 key ingredients to transformative innovation. Henry Ford’s assembly line would not have delivered the value it did without careful thought given to process. Ford broke the assembly of the model T into 84 discrete steps and reduced the time it took to build a car from more than 12 hours to one hour and 33 minutes.
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Technology is an essential part of innovation

“Even the most impressive human minds will become 
less useful if they don’t team up with technology”

Harvard Business Review, May 2020 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great technology is also essential. Without innovations in satellite technology and software, meteorologists would still be using the farmers almanac to forecast the weather, or maybe we would get weather related push notifications from our cell phones to open the window and look outside. 
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“When your people are empowered to collaborate, learn new skills and succeed in a changing 
world, they can drive your organization’s success no matter what challenges come next.”

The ultimate goal: Empower people to be successful

Source: EY, April 2019 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the third ingredient is people. Empowering people with the information they need so they can better collaborate with one another is the ultimate goal. Process and Technology are enablers for People to do great things. 
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Success is at the intersection of process, technology and people

Source: McKinsey & Company – Unlocking success in digital transformations, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research from McKinsey and Co. find that companies that have made the use of digital tools to set a new organizational norm are more likely to report success. **Success = Transformations were very or completely successful in improving performance and equipping the organization to sustain improvements** N=263Average success rate of digital projects = 16%; and fewer than 1/3 of digital transformation projects truly succeed.Highlighted key areas are not surprisingly at the intersection of Process, Tech and People: Implemented digital tools to make information more accessibleImplemented digital self-serve technology for employees and/or business partners useModified SOPs to include new digital technologies
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1700s 1800s 1900s 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030

It has evolved to include quality 
Manufacturing innovation has always been about speed

1st Revolution 2nd Revolution 3rd (Digital) Revolution 4th (Digital) Revolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manufacturing innovation has always been about speed, and has evolved to include quality:1st industrial revolution: Faster production: power loom – output by 40x, cotton gin – increased productivity 50x 2nd industrial revolution: Faster transfer of people, ideas, production - railroad, telegraph, electrification, assembly line3rd industrial revolution: Computer and communication technology such as automated computer calculations (Lyons Electronic Office – LEO – reduced weekly pay calculations from 8 minutes to 1.5 seconds), punched cards/tape that evolved into g-code, all resulting in faster data transfer and business operations.4th industrial revolution: Automation and cyber-physical systems optimize manufacturing - faster and more accurate (quality)  
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1700s 1800s 1900s 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030

It has evolved to include quality 
Manufacturing innovation has always been about speed

1st Revolution 2nd Revolution 3rd (Digital) Revolution 4th (Digital) Revolution

MIL-STD-8 ASA >       ANSI >      ASME Y14                     STEP 

Paper Drawings Electronic Drawings 3D CAD Model-based

MIL-STD-31000

3D PDF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over time, technical data standards have evolved as well, going from paper to electronic drawings, then to 3D and MBD, and then to 3D PDF with the goal of sharing technical data faster and more accurately across the supply chain. 
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Complex technical data sharing powers innovation speed and quality

Source: https://www.anark.com/solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those technical data sharing standards have delivered tremendous value to many businesses and government organizations.
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1700s 1800s 1900s 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030

It has evolved to include quality 
Manufacturing innovation has always been about speed

1st Revolution 2nd Revolution 3rd (Digital) Revolution 4th (Digital) Revolution

Paper Drawings Electronic Drawings 3D CAD Model-based 3D PDF

Mail by horse Mail by machine Electronic Mail

Written Word Word Processors Electronic DocumentsTypewriters

Telegraph Telephone Instant MessagesMobile Phone Text Messages

MIL-STD-8 ASA >       ANSI >      ASME Y14                     STEP MIL-STD-31000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the 3rd industrial revolution didn’t limit itself to technical data. Other forms of communication changed dramatically over that same time period as well. 
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1700s 1800s 1900s 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030

It has evolved to include quality 
Manufacturing innovation has always been about speed

1st Revolution 2nd Revolution 3rd (Digital) Revolution 4th (Digital) Revolution

Paper Drawings Electronic Drawings 3D CAD Model-based 3D PDF

Mail by horse Mail by machine Electronic Mail

Written Word Word Processors Electronic DocumentsTypewriters

Telegraph Telephone Instant MessagesMobile Phone Text Messages

ERP

PLM

CMS

Email

Chat

MIL-STD-8 ASA >       ANSI >      ASME Y14                     STEP MIL-STD-31000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electronics documents, email, and instant messages have become the standard for communicating the majority of information in the world, and are central components of a digital thread. However, they have remained disconnected from technical data sharing, and in most cases, each other. 
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ERP

A disconnected thread of information is the enemy of efficiency

PLM
CMS

Email

Chat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This disconnected thread of information has resulted in numerous challenges in collaboration between engineering and manufacturers/suppliers, leaving people on the shop floor wondering how to get the information they need and who to go to in order to address issues when they arise.
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ERP

A disconnected thread of information is the enemy of efficiency

Other

PLM
CMS

Email

Chat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This disconnected thread of information has resulted in engineers spending far too much time answering questions they’ve already answered, searching their emal for conversations that they thought they resolved, and piecing together a digital thread for partners that can’t access it themselves. 
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ERP

Other PLM

A disconnected thread of information is the enemy of efficiency

SCM

CMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This disconnected thread of information has resulted in procurement agents and supply chain managers searching through a combination of documents, antiquated systems, and new business applications to find all the information they need to keep the suppliers productive. 
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The next innovation: cloud-based technical data packages (TDPs)

• Bills of Material
• 3D/2D CAD
• Components
• Documents
• Changes, Redlines

• Source intelligent tech data
• TDP Templates
• Apply security
• Source system triggered publish
• Changes, Redlines

• Secure file-less web content
• Session-aware watermarking
• Isolated activity feeds
• Chat and mark up
• Upload pictures/attachments

Manage Configuration Data Publish File-less TDPs Secure Global Collaboration

Trace Activity History

ERP

SCM

PLM

REQ

CMS

Email

Chat

Cloud-based TDPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve taken a security focused, people-centric approach to technical data sharing and collaboration by sourcing information from all the right systems, assembling them into template-based technical data packages in the cloud (hybrid, private, gov-cloud, etc.), and making them securely accessible on any device.This ensures everyone has access to the digital thread data that they need and access to each other through contextualized collaboration. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But how do you get there? What are the technical requirements to solve this problem?
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• No files to be shared, leaked

• Session-aware dynamic watermarking

• Automated redaction of information

• Time-limited access policies

• Monitor and Track Access

• Actively manage access

• Automate access revocation 

Improved information and data security is paramount

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It starts with security. Without improvements in security, moving to the cloud makes no sense.
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Human readable structured data minimizes errors

Structured BOM transformation data

G Code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Machine readable has been great for system integration, and business process optimization, but has left out the people, presenting communication and collaboration challenges. Human readable data is crucial to optimizing digital thread value.
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• Standard Upgradable Templates

• Standard Upgradable Integrations

• Low-code (no code?)

• Automated content revisions

Modularity is imperative for long-term sustainment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modularity enforces structure for human and machine interpreted information but also offers a flexible architecture that can be easily updated to stay current.Low-code web template layouts of Technical Data can be updated as future requirements evolve and cloud content can be strategically refreshed.File based approaches require a complete regeneration of documents.Reference integrations into authoritative systems offer consistent data extraction and transformation.Content revisions are automated by workflows, keeping information up to date in a rapidly changing world.
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Contextualized collaboration is key

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussing technical data without the technical data is hard. Contextualized collaboration brings technical data packages together with familiar markup and communication tools to minimize miscommunication and capture the “fingerprints” that are left on a process. 
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Consistent, quality experience across devices

Reduce adoption, and on-boarding times

Remove device limitations

 Improve collaboration

Speed up workflows

Mobile First Access is Critical Going Forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every device types needs to be able to access this type of data. This is not to say that everyone person should access data on a mobile device, but true accessibility needs to be device agnostic.
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Transform Information Into Intelligence
Keys to Digital Thread Value Through TDP Sharing and Collaboration

Make real-time visual collaboration accessible and easy

Track collaboration history to drive continuous improvement

Secure your IP with file-less content and DRM

Include product lifecycle and model-based information

Source content from multiple systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The secret to unlocking Digital Thread value is a combination of these 5 capabilities that that turns information into intelligence for your people.  Anark provides the only solution that combines all five of these elements.
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Learn more: www.anark.com/success/gepower

Leading global manufacturers like GE Power and their supplier 
communities are under increasing pressure to drive greater 
efficiencies, improve product quality, and accelerate new product 
introduction (NPI) through modern, connected, digital processes and 
solutions.

“With Anark our error rate has gone down from 
5% to 3% which is much lower than it used to be.”

-Kena Yokoyama, Engineering Manager for Product Definition, GE Gas Power

From paper-based, doc-centric to a file-less web-based digital supply chain
GE Gas Power Case Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GE Gas Power is an excellent example of a company that has changed over time to realize increasing levels of value from their technical data sharing and collaboration strategies. Whether you make millions of widgets or a small number of parts/products that cost millions of dollars, a 40% reduction in errors (rework, scrap) is a huge savings.Connected people to their digital thread of information in a meaningful way to drive continuous improvement inside of GE and with their supply chain.People in roles that have struggled with accessing technical data now have visibility and can join conversations that drive continuous process improvement.This has resulted in a substantial engineering cycle reduction, improved collaboration and reduction in first article inspection deviations.
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From paper-based, doc-centric to a file-less web-based digital supply chain
GE Gas Power Case Study

2013 2015 2016 2019 2021 Future

Paper, electronic 2D 
drawings via basic PDF, 
email, redlines, phone 

calls, more

MBD efforts begin, 
providing native CAD files 
to suppliers –problematic 

Standardized on 3D PDF 
Technical Data Packages 

(TDPs)

File-based challenges 
drive the move to cloud –

access controlled by 
authoritative SCM / PLM

Secure web-based TDP 
and business content 

collaboration across the 
supply chain

Continuous improvement 
and expand into new 

digital thread use cases

Learn more: www.anark.com/success/gepower

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GE Gas Power has changed over time as the technology has changed to maintain an innovative pace.
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Optimize strategic sourcing processes, improving supplier 
and sub-contractor efficiency and responsiveness

Maximize use of engineering data, information, and expertise; 
enhance performance and modernization across programs

Engineering

Manufacturing
Optimize manufacturing operations to deliver
more quality fielded products on time, at cost

Supply Chain

Sustainment
Optimize field operations, MRO to sustain products; 

maximize readiness and lower operating and support costs

Securely connect your people to 
the digital thread across the 

advanced manufacturing enterprise

Anark Core transforms multisource documents and technical data into use-case-specific 
technical data packages (TDPs), offering secure managed access and visual collaboration 
from nearly any device, with modern digital workflows—yielding faster iterations, reduced 
material waste, and higher-quality products and services with substantial cost savings.

Learn more: https://www.anark.com/solutions/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When done well, connecting people to cloud-based technical data packages, like GE Gas Power did, transforms your operations from engineering to manufacturing, across the supply chain, and out through sustainment in the following areas and beyond:MROManufacturing work instructionsRFx with suppliersEngineering data release and archivingContent management and collaboration
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